
Client 
Collaboration 
Cheat Sheet
Checklists, activities, 
and templates to bring engagement 
back to client engagements

meeting at
4 pm



Ace your next 
client engagement
Today more than ever, clients have sky-high expectations of 
consultants and vendors. They demand highly personalized 
engagements that drive value quickly. They’re eager to 
contribute and collaborate, but keeping everyone engaged 
and aligned is a challenge.

Meanwhile, the hybrid work environment brings a whole new 
level of complexity to building and sustaining client relationships.

No matter what role you play in the client relationship, you’re 
tasked with creating a cohesive, engaging, personalized 
experience that drives value — from new client discovery and 
user interviews to workshops, meetings, and presentations.

No pressure, right?

It’s time to give your client engagements a digital-first refresh. 
Use this cheat sheet to make your client collaboration more 
engaging and productive — without reinventing the wheel.
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What’s inside?
This cheat sheet is a resource to keep in your back pocket (or 
your downloads folder) for client meetings. It includes practical 
tools and tips that you can plug into your existing process to bring 
a new layer of interactivity to your client engagements.

Part 1: Online workshop best practices

Get pro tips to take your digital meetings 
and workshops to the next level.

Part 2: Client meeting checklist

Use this checklist to quickly prepare for 
(and follow up after) each client meeting.

Part 3: Templates

Kickstart client collaboration with premade templates 
built for consultants and client-facing teams.
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Part 1: Troubleshooting 
collaboration challenges
Get simple, actionable tips for overcoming some of the most 
common client collaboration challenges.

Building trust and 
psychological safety

Building trust with new clients 
is crucial, but takes time.

Meeting and 
workshop participation

Awkward silences, low energy, 
and unequal participation 
make it hard to get to the root 
of your client’s needs and 
collaborate productively.

Driving alignment and 
understanding during meetings

When you rely solely on 
verbal communication, things 
can get lost in translation.

Challenge Troubleshooting tips

Open meetings with an icebreaker or warmup to 
get everyone comfortable.

If people are hesitant to speak up, allow them to 
contribute ideas anonymously at first.

Accommodate different working styles by diverging
to brainstorm, collect data, or work solo — then 
converging to collaborate and make decisions.

Encourage active participation by having 
attendees collect notes, images, ideas, and 
questions in one shared space.

Do an energizer activity to boost energy 
partway through long meetings.

Show, don’t just tell. Use visual collaboration 
features like sticky notes, icons, images, and diagrams 
alongside methods and frameworks that get everyone 
on the same page.

Use anonymous voting to solicit feedback and 
collaboratively make decisions.
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Facilitation logistics

Remote meetings bring an 
additional layer of complexity — 
you need to juggle technology, 
leading activities and discussions, 
keeping track of time, and 
maintaining engagement.

Staying aligned 
between meetings

It can be hard to keep everyone 
engaged and aligned between 
meetings, especially in a remote 
or hybrid work environment.

Split duties with a co-facilitator or moderator.

Use collaboration software that integrates with your video 
call platform so you don’t need to switch back and forth 
between apps.

Create a single source of truth for project updates, 
timelines, and documents — a virtual command center 
that’s more visual and collaborative than a project 
management platform.

Keep visual collaboration spaces pinned in the 
places where your team is working, so no ideas get 
lost in DMs and there’s always a persistent record 
of collaboration outputs.

Maintain momentum with asynchronous work. 
Not everything needs to happen in real time.
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Part 2: Client 
meeting checklist
Use this checklist to prepare for, facilitate, 
and follow up after meeting with your clients.

Determine the target outcome

Determine what you want out of the meeting, and 
identify the best method for achieving your goal in a 
creative and productive way. You can get inspiration 
from popular methods like Agile, design thinking, and 
the LUMA System. (See part 3 of this cheat sheet for 
templates to get you started!)

Assign prework

Consider assigning prework to maximize 
the team’s time together.

Structure your digital meeting space

Keep multiple parts of your meeting or workshop in 
one place, like a digital canvas in MURAL. Organize the 
canvas into structured sections and activities, with space 
for Q&A and note-taking so no one feels like they need to 
interrupt the flow of conversation to raise a point.

Timebox everything

Break down your methods into small chunks (5–10 
minutes) and set a timer to keep the process focused.

Before
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Go digital-first

Level the playing field by having everyone dial in on 
their own device, even if some team members are in 
the same building.

Turn on webcams

Request (but don’t require) that all participants turn 
on their webcams to allow for nonverbal communication.

Orient to tools

If you’re using specific technology to facilitate the 
meeting, get everyone comfortable with the basic 
features and functionality before getting started.

Warm up

Start with a warmup or icebreaker to boost energy, spark 
creativity, and build connection.

Direct traffic

Turn-taking is more difficult in remote settings. Call on 
participants one at a time. Use a list of attendees or have 
each person nominate the next one to share out.

During
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Encourage active participation

Have attendees collect notes, images, ideas, sketches, 
and questions in one shared space — e.g., digital canvas 
in your MURAL workspace.

Define next steps

Before the meeting ends, agree on and document next 
steps, including key dates and ownership for each task.

Organize the output

Clearly label your notes, slides, and/or mural from 
the meeting. Organize them in a central folder so 
everyone knows where to look when they need to 
refer to a past session.

Follow up

Avoid workshop amnesia by following up promptly. Send 
attendees an email with next steps, the session recording, 
and other documentation from the meeting.

After
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Part 3: Templates
When you don’t spend every meeting onsite with a client, 
it can be hard to drive change and introduce new methodologies. 
Templates can help.

Use these templates as guides to save you time, scale best 
practices, and inspire your own creativity. They’re completely 
customizable — once you copy one, it’s yours to modify and 
adjust. Add your own agenda, methods, and unique point of 
view to make it work for your clients.

Explore all templates
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MURAL BASICS

Collaborating with

your team is the real

magic of MURAL.

Watch this video to

learn how to lead

and follow,

comment and more

in your workshop.

Collaboration

2:24

Not sure how to

move around in

MURAL? This video

will show you how to

get oriented to the

virtual workspace

and customize your

navigation settings.

Navigation

3:45

Wondering how to

change the properties

of text, notes and

lines? Not sure how

to select multiple

items? Watch this

video to level up your

skills.

Formatting

1:54

Add stuff

2:51

Watch this to get a

general overview

of what MURAL is

and how it can be

used for your

creative

collaborations.

Overview

1:30

What is MURAL

In this video we will give

you an introduction to

MURAL. You will get a feel

for the basics of MURAL

and what it can do for you.

Try free for 30 days, go to

...

Youtube

Adding content in

MURAL

In this video, we will walk

you through how to map

thoughts and ideas

visually on the canvas so

you can easily collaborate

with your team. You will

learn how...

Youtube

Formatting Content in

MURAL

In this video you will learn

how to format the

properties of the content

in your murals. In MURAL

you can edit text

properties, change color

of backgrounds a...

Youtube

Navigating the Mural

In this video tutorial you

will learn how to navigate

a mural by zooming and

panning, change

navigation controls for

trackpad or mouse, and

navigate by using...

Youtube

Creating murals and

rooms

In this video we will walk

you through how to create

and set up murals and

rooms for your projects

and meetings. You'll get

some tips on how to get

started i...

Youtube

Creating murals and

rooms

In this video we will walk

you through how to create

and set up murals and

rooms for your projects

and meetings. You'll get

some tips on how to get

started i...

Youtube

Creating rooms

2:14

Learn how to create

and set up murals

and rooms for your

projects and

meetings. 

Did you know you can

paste any URL into

MURAL? That includes

links to videos and

spreadsheet data.

Watch this to find out

even more.Double click to open

Double click to open

Double click to open

Double click to open

Double click to open
Double click to open

ABOUT SOMERSAULT INNOVATION

Somersault Innovation is a Design Thinking firm that teaches sales teams how

to apply various methods from the world of Design Thinking to enhance the

way they do customer centric discovery, derive insights and accelerate a deal

cycle. We also teach sellers how to collaborate with their prospects and

customers virtually. Visit our website: www.somersaultinnovation.com to learn

more.

NEXT STEPS

What are our agreements, next steps and due

dates?

WRAP-UP

BUSINESS PRIORITIES 

How do these needs fit within your overall priorities?

AGENDA

Which topics shall we cover, in what order?

DECISION MAKING 

What is your decision making process & who is involved?

CRITICAL EVENTS

Are there upcoming critical events that may have an impact your

business?

SOLUTION REQUIREMENTS 

List tech, timing, content , etc. requirements.

CURRENT STATE & ASPIRATIONS 

What's your current state? Where do you want to be?

CUSTOMER  CONVERSATION

MUST 

HAVES

SHOULD HAVES

COULD HAVES

COMPANY BACKGROUND & INDUSTRY TRENDS

PRE-CALL RESEARCH

KEY STAKEHOLDERS

Copy and paste LinkedIn URLs and people's photos.

TRY OUT MURAL

Add stickies, text, images and icons.

Quick Help? Double click on video

below to watch a 5 minute overview of

how to use this canvas. 

Customer Discovery Canvas

Vidyard

CUSTOMER DISCOVERY CANVAS

Use this canvas in the early stages

of conversation with your prospect/

customer to explore and record

relevant Discovery topics. 

RESOURCES

PEOPLE

2 - 10

TIME

1-3 hours

DIFFICULTY

Beginner

Account Planning framework courtesy of our

friends at Somersault Innovation

Open mural

Account Planning

Somersault Innovation was born in 2015

when we fell in love with the power of

Design Thinking and wanted to teach

others to use the methodology. Once we

got going, we realized there was incredible

value in offering sales professionals the

same tools that designers have been using

for years to ...

Mural

Naked Sales: How Design

Thinking Reveals Customer

Motives and Drives Revenue

Naked Sales: How Design Thinking

Reveals Customer Motives and

Drives Revenue [Welch, Ashley,

Jones, Justin] on Amazon.com.

*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

Naked Sales: How Design Thinking

Reveals Customer Motives and

Drives Revenue

Amazon

The Definitive Guide To

Facilitating Remote

Workshops | MURAL

Insights, tools and case

studies from digital-first

companies and expert

facilitators Everything we

know about work is changing:

where it's done, how it's done,

and who does it. As

facilitators, we just got

everyone comfy using sticky

notes and colored markers,

but there's more to teach.

Where ...

Mural

The Templates team loves

feedback! We’re always

looking for ways to enhance

the template experience,

and most importantly

ensure specific templates

are meeting your needs.

Click here to leave

feedback. Thank you!

Google

Explore and record

relevant discovery

topics for new

customers

 Get aligned on Q4

Objectives

Define marketing

Strategy

Meeting goals

1.

Photo shoot

(15 min)

2.

Budget

(20 min)

3.

Action items

(15 min)

Agenda

Figure out

budget

Agree on

timing

Notes

 Charles

 Criteria for

choosing the

agency

 Kara

 Write brief

for the

design team

 Samuel
 Budget

breakdown

Name To do

Action items

 Violet
 Marketing

Ops

 Charles  Design

 Kara  PR

 Samuel  Finance

Name Title

Attendees

 We'll hire a

photographer

 Will do

retouching

in-house

Decisions

Quickly duplicate any element by holding

option, clicking it, then dragging.

MEETING NOTES

Here's an easy way to keep your

meetings organized, productive, and

well-documented. Use it on your own or

invite your team.

Keep your meeting efficient with the timer. Export the mural as an image or PDF.

Share with team members who

might find it helpful.

SCRATCH PAD

During the meeting After the meeting

Try the draw tool in the left toolbar for

quick sketches.

PEOPLE

1 - 4

TIME

30 min

DIFFICULTY

Beginner

Resources

6 Ways to Facilitate

Meaningful Online

Meetings

Back to All Posts Meetings are

evolving. Remote and flexible

work are growing global

movements, which means online

meetings are a necessary part

of our work. However, we prefer

face-to-face meetings to build

trust and align teams. When I

attended and spoke at the 2020

Control the Room Summit to a

Mural

Facilitation Superpowers |

MURAL

Insights, tools and case studies

from digital-first companies and

expert facilitators Our mission at

MURAL is to inspire, enhance,

and connect Imagination

Workers globally. We believe

that innovation, change, can

happen anywhere, as long as

great minds can be connected

and collaborate towards a ...

Mural

Online Warm Ups &

Energizers

Let's face it: online meetings can

be awkward, especially when

you don't know anyone in the

video call. You might still be

waking up with your first cup of

coffee while someone else is

bouncing with energy in a later

time zone.

Mural

Quickly duplicate any element by holding

option, clicking it, then dragging.

Dec. 25, 2020

Drag icons in from the left toolbar

to visualize your ideas.

The Templates team loves

feedback! We’re always

looking for ways to enhance

the template experience,

and most importantly

ensure specific templates

are meeting your needs.

Click here to leave

feedback. Thank you!

Google

Keep meetings efficient, productive,

and organized

Use this template as a team to develop empathy

for your users before beginning a project.

by the Design Team of Accenture Interactive NL

Persona

Profile

General

description

2

Information about the persona your product or

service aims to solve a problem for

Goals

3

What does your persona hope to accomplish?

Attitudes

4

How your persona feels about their tasks and

goals, and the challenges faced in pursuit of them 

Portrait

6

Quotes

5

What your persona says about their tasks and

goals, and the challenges faced in pursuit of them

Name

7

People

 2–9 

Time

30 min

Difficulty

Beginner

🧑🧑 ⏰ 🟢🟢

on the person you're designing for to gain understanding of the persona's needs/desires as they use your product/service.1 Focus

worried

about not

expanding

motivated

about having

content no

one else has

increased

audience 

more

engaging

social

platforms

not a lot of

money
early 20s London UK

Em

"I am excited

to be

different and

pioneering."

"If there is a

problem, let's not

waste time

discussing it, let's

just move on and

find a solution

where we can."

Radio host/

instagram

personality

BA degree
good

vocabulary

fashion-

conscious

getting paid

to promote

others

INTRODUCTION

Use the SIPOC Diagram to identify: 

Who supplies inputs to the process? 

What specifications are placed on the inputs? 

Who are the true customers of the process? 

What are the requirements of the customers?

Improving your process is a project all its own. By

using this template to create your own SIPOC, or

Suppliers Inputs Process Outputs Customers,

diagram, you can begin to identify key elements of

your process and what to improve before the work

begins. Describe the steps of your process and

what external factors are affecting your workflow.

Find areas for improvement before they become

impediments.

PEOPLE

1 - 3

TIME

1 hr - 3 hr

DIFFICULTY

Intermediate

SIPOC Diagram

Identify relevant elements

of your process

improvement

Connect ideas with lines and

arrows

The ability to "connect the dots" and find

relations to come up with great ideas is

one of Mural's main benefits. You can

easily create connectors from the border

of an element to the next to build neat

flowcharts. To add a connector: Hold C +

click from the 1st point you want to

connect (the ...

Mural

Mind Mapping

ORGANIZE IDEAS INTO A STRUCTURED

DIAGRAM Mind mapping allows you to

take your ideas and organize them into a

structured, visual diagram. Starting with

your main idea as the central point, sub-

themes branch out and connect to

supporting ideas - and so on. This allows

you to see a broad overview of

Mural

Create connections at the speed of thought:

Turn on 

connector points

to create new

diagrams faster.

Change

connector styles.

Click on the

connector points

to instantly add

new connectors

and shapes.

Hold   C   + click

and drag to draw

a connector.

C

Switch between

different shapes

and sticky notes

quickly.

Bulk edit objects

of the same type

by filtering your

selection from

the toolbar.

a template brought to you by your friends at MURAL

MURAL TEMPLATE

TOOL TIPS

RESOURCES

S I

Name of process 

P O C
SUPPLIERS INPUTS

PROCESS
OUTPUTS CUSTOMERS

STEP 1 STEP 3 STEP 4 STEP 5 STEP 6

AGENDA

Begin by mapping the main steps of the process.

Identify the outputs of this process.

Identify the customers that will receive the outputs of this process.

Identify the inputs required for the process to function properly.

Identify the suppliers of the inputs that are required by the process.

Make a

Desing

Gathers

Materials Build Chair Packaging Shipment

STEP 1 STEP 3 STEP 4 STEP 5 STEP 6

Material

Employees

Designer

Suplier

S
SUPPLIERS

Supplier(s)

Specialist

Software

Wooden

Furniture

P
PROCESS

Various types of

wood

Glue

Carpeters

Skills

Machines

I
INPUTS

Nails

Handles

Creative

Mind

Tools

Employee(s)

C
CUSTOMERS

Customer(s)

Waste

Products

O
OUTPUTS

Chair ( end

Product)

Possible Catalog

expansion

Brainstorm with your team to identify your key suppliers, inputs, outputs, and

customers for your process.

EXAMPLE

The Templates team loves

feedback! We’re always

looking for ways to enhance

the template experience,

and most importantly

ensure specific templates

are meeting your needs.

Click here to leave

feedback. Thank you!

Google

Keep Satisfied

MonitorKeep Informed

Actively Engaged

Community Actions

Groups

IT Support

Member of the

Community

Project Sponsors

CEOSenior Management

End Users

Government

Investors

Complementary

Services

In
fl
u
e
n
c
e

Interest/Availability

Stakeholder Mapping

Learn more!

Mural

The Definitive Guide

To Facilitating Remote

Workshops | MURAL

Insights, tools and case

studies from digital-first

companies and expert

facilitators Everything we

know about work is

changing: where it's done,

how it's done, and who

does it. As facilitators, we

just got everyone comfy

using sticky notes and

colored markers, but

there's more to teach.

Where ...

Mural

Stakeholder Mapping framework courtesy of

our friends at Somersault Innovation

1

Using stickies, identify all relevant stakeholders. For each stakeholder, you can also

determine an involvement strategy using the 4 box model.  

Identify Stakeholders2

Identify sales team members and clarify their roles.

Identify Sales Team

Naked Sales: How

Design Thinking

Reveals Customer

Motives and

Drives Revenue

Amazon

Technical

Support

Enterprise

Architecture

Implementation

Partners

Customer

Success

Business

Value

Solution

Engineering

Industry

Expert

NameNameNameNameNameNameName

NEW PRODUCT

MANAGEMENT

Product Manangers

RETAILERSIndependent

Value - added

Direct

Board of Directors

FINANCIAL

INSTITUTIONS
Investors

BUSINESS

CONSULTANTS

Banks

PR - Agency

Marketers

Financial Analytics

Shareholders

Community Actions

Groups

IT Support

Member of the

Community

Project Sponsors

CEO

Senior ManagementEnd Users

Government

Investors

Complementary

Services

L
o
w

H
ig
h

LowHigh

PEOPLE

2 - 8

TIME

1 hour

DIFFICULTY

Beginner

INTRODUCTION

Stakeholder

Mapping

Understand key stakeholders

for your next project

For consultants to successfully collaborate with clients, it's

important for everyone to understand who will be working on the

project, both on the consultant side and within the client

company. Use our stakeholder mapping template to identify who

is who, clarify who is responsible for what — and, ultimately,

transform stakeholders from strangers to collaborators.

Create connections at the speed of thought:

Turn on 

connector points

to create new

diagrams faster.

Change

connector styles.

Click on the

connector points

to instantly add

new connectors

and shapes.

Hold   C   + click

and drag to draw

a connector.

C

Switch between

different shapes

and sticky notes

quickly.

Bulk edit objects

of the same type

by filtering your

selection from

the toolbar.

TOOL TIPS

RESOURCES

The Templates team loves

feedback! We’re always

looking for ways to enhance

the template experience,

and most importantly

ensure specific templates

are meeting your needs.

Click here to leave

feedback. Thank you!

Google

10 minutes for ranking/voting

Weaknesses are also internal factors

within your control. These might be

obstacles, blockers, etc. that obstruct

your ability to meet your goals.

WEAKNESSESSTRENGTHS

THREATSOPPORTUNITIES

Threats are external factors to your

organization, process, or project. These

are beyond your control, but are good to

be aware of because of the potential risk.

Start here. Strengths are things internal

to your organization, process, or project

that are within your control.

Opportunities should be treated as

external factors that the organization,

process, or project should (or could)

develop. Ideally, these already exist

in some fashion.

What can you do about your weaknesses to

make the threats less likely?

How can your strengths reduce the probability

of threats?

How do you overcome weaknesses preventing

you from taking advantage of opportunities?

How do you use your strengths to take

advantage of opportunities?

Strategic Planning

SWOT Analysis

Use this when you want to gather information about your organization, an organizational process, or project. It starts with a

brainstorm in the SWOT matrix, and ends with a series of questions to get at the "now what?" stage of decision-making. This will be

based on an interpretation of information brainstormed at the beginning.

Rank items in each quadrant from most to least important

Develop a strategic action plan

Have your teams answer the following questions to start

planning your next plan of attack.

Start a voting session. Give each team member three votes, and ask them to vote

on the top three most important items.

Ideally, you should reiterate that they should pick items that will have the most

impact. For example, if we focus on A, it will also have an effect B and C.

Brainstorm strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to your project here

Ideally, work in an S-shaped flow. Start with strengths, then move

to weaknesses, then opportunities, and finally threats.

Have your team add one idea per sticky note.

They can add as many stickies as they want in the given time limit.

2-3 minutes for each section

The Templates team loves

feedback! We’re always

looking for ways to enhance

the template experience,

and most importantly

ensure specific templates

are meeting your needs.

Click here to leave

feedback. Thank you!

Google

Identify strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats to develop a plan

MATT 

LONDON

Where are you located? Write your name on

a pin and add it on the world map to show

your location.

María Laura 

BUENOS AIRES

Economic

independence

from my parents

To make

the things

on time.

If you had three wishes, what would

they be?

If you could go back in time, which

period would you go to?

Love, Peace & Sooooul… Train! A Conversation with Ericka ...

1970s. Because

MUSIC. And so I

can dance at

Soul Train

What’s your hidden superpower?

What skill do you bring to the team?

Super

honesty /

directness

Help to align

teams and

speed up

decision

making

"Let the cat out of the bag."

GIF tournament

Find the best GIF for the expression:

The Templates team loves

feedback! We’re always

looking for ways to enhance

the template experience,

and most importantly

ensure specific templates

are meeting your needs.

Click here to leave

feedback. Thank you!

Google

Meaning: reveal a secret carelessly or by mistake. Adapt

with a local expression of your choice.

Delivery 

20 min

Name

City

Name

City

Name

City

Name

City

Name

City

What was your first job?

What did you like about it?

What did you learn from it?

What was your first job? What did you like

about it? What did you learn from it?

15 min

20 min

10 min

15 min

10 min

1 Choose a color, add your name and location,

and import an image for your profile. 

Position your pin to your location and adjust

the placement of your name tag and image.

2

Reflect on your teams geographical

distribution. How does it impact the way you

work remotely?

3

Take turns sharing your locations.

INSTRUCTIONS

Name

City

Name

City

Name

City

Name

City

Name

City

Name

City

EMILIA

STOCKHOLM

ROZZ

BERLIN

1 Where In The World
2 First Job

Genie In A Bottle3

Time Machine4 Superpowers5 GIF Tournament6

Online Warm Ups &

Energizers | MURAL Blog

Let's face it: online meetings can

be awkward, especially when

you don't know anyone in the

video call. You might still be

waking up with your first cup of

coffee while someone else is

bouncing with energy in a later

time zone.

Mural

Find a Warm-Up or

Energizer to use with

your remote team

MURAL TEMPLATE

TEAM WARM-UPS

& ENERGIZERS

INTRODUCTION

Online Warm-Ups and Energizers are short,

team-building exercises aimed at overcoming

shyness and boosting energy with a group of

distributed people.

This mural contains six Warm-Ups and

Energizers you can use in your meetings and

workshops. Do one of the activities in each

session. 

DIFFICULTY

Beginner

AGENDA

1

2

3

4

RESOURCES

Welcome to MURAL. Know what, why,

and how to use MURAL before your

meeting.

You are using MURAL as part of a meeting or

workshop. Here is a short overview of what,

why, and how to use the tool before your

meeting. Learn more about MU...

Youtube

Where in The World

First Job

PEOPLE

3-10

TIME

1:30 hour 

Learn more

about online

warmups and

energizers

Genie In A Bottle

Time Machine

5

6

Superpowers

GIF Tournament

Quickly duplicate

any element by

holding alt (option on

Mac), click it, then

drag it.

Add icons from the

left bar, search and

drag in.

Double click to

add sticky

notes.

Add links by

pasting in the URL

directly on to the

mural.

TIPS

Run a voting session

Voting (or creating a poll) gives

your team the ability to quickly

form a hierarchy of ideas and

improve idea synthesis. You can

initiate multiple voting sessions

to really dig down.

*Specifications: It is not possible

to vote on drawings. Here's how:

Just click on the dot voting box

in top-left ...

Mural
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Phases

Use this template to gain a more complete

understanding of your user's experience, identify

pain points, and then identify opportunities.

Visualize your user's journey through a process or activity you hope to make better for them.

by the Design Team of Accenture Interactive NL

1

User Journey

Steps

High-level steps your user needs to

accomplish from start to finish

Detailed actions your user has to

perform

Feelings

What your user might be thinking and

feeling at the moment

Pain Points

Problems your user runs into

Potential improvements or

enhancements to the experience

Opportunities

People

 2–9 

Time

30 min

Difficulty

Beginner

🧑🧑 ⏰ 🟢🟢

2

3

4

5

6

Nervous

incase I

forget

something

Nervous

incase I miss

the bus

Sad because

it is

expensive

Making the

list

Making sure

they have

reusable

bags

Checking

what they

already have

at home

Nervous

incase I

forget

something

Nervous

incase I miss

the bus

Sad because

it is

expensive

To have an

immediately 

accessible

list, backed-

up

Regular

updates of

travel times,

or multiple

routes

Bring in deals

or

membership

to lower costs

Excited to

have

supplies

Happy to

move close

to the store

I will be

prepared for

making the

dinner

tonight

Grocery

Shopping

Getting ready to leave Traveling to the store
Getting items they

need

Look at bus

times

Pack bus

pass
Wear mask

Carry list in

hand

Check every

aisle of the

shop

Locate shop

assistant if

can't find

I spent more

than I

thought I

would

Sad because

it is

expensive

Bring in deals

or

membership

to lower costs

The person

attending is

nice

Getting items they

need

Scan items Pay Load bags

Warmups and Energizers

SWOT Analysis

User Journey Mapping
by Accenture Interactive NL

Stakeholder Mapping
by Somersault Innovation

SIPOC DiagramCustomer Discovery Canvas 
by Somersault Innovation

Persona Profile
by Accenture Interactive NL

Meeting Notes

https://www.mural.co/templates
https://www.mural.co/templates/team-warmups-energizers
https://www.mural.co/templates/swot-analysis
https://www.mural.co/templates/user-journey
https://www.mural.co/templates/user-journey
https://www.mural.co/templates/stakeholder-mapping
https://www.mural.co/templates/sipoc-diagram
https://www.mural.co/templates/customer-discovery-canvas
https://www.mural.co/templates/persona-profile-accenture
https://www.mural.co/templates/meeting-notes


MURAL for 
client meetings
Discover digital-first visual collaboration with MURAL — a space 
to work together visually with an easy-to-use digital canvas called 
a mural. With MURAL’s free plan, consultants and client-facing 
teams solve client challenges faster by facilitating engaging 
discovery, alignment, and feedback sessions in one shared
digital workspace.

Top features for consultants

Get started,
free forever
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https://app.mural.co/signup
https://app.mural.co/signup
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